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Abstract: Abstract: About a decade ago, biophysicists observed an approximately linear relationship between the combinatorial complexity of knotted DNA and the distance traveled in gel electrophoresis experiments [1]. Modeling the DNA as tightly knotted rope of uniform thickness, it was suggested that lengths of such tight knots (rescaled to have unit thickness) would grow linearly with crossing numbers, a simple measure of knot complexity. It turned out that this relationship is more subtle: some families of knots have lengths growing as the 3/4 power of crossing numbers, others grow linearly, all powers between 3/4 and 1 can be realized as growth rates, and it could be proven that that the power cannot exceed 2 [2-5]. It is still unknown whether there are families of tight knots whose lengths grow faster than linearly with crossing numbers, but the largest power has been reduced to 3/2 [6]. We will survey these and more recent developments in the geometry of tightly knotted ropes, as well as some other physical models of knots as flattened ropes or strips which exhibit similar length versus complexity power laws [7].
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